LUMBEE TRIBAL COUNCIL
BUSINESS MEETING
Thursday, November 17, 2022 / 6:30pm
Lumbee Tribal Complex/Livestream

AGENDA

I. Call to Order
II. Invocation
III. Pledge of Allegiance
IV. Preamble to the Tribal Constitution
V. Roll Call
VI. Ethics Statement
VII. Welcome
VIII. Review and Approval of Agenda
IX. Review and Approval of the October Tribal Council Minutes & Actions
X. Presentation – Lumbee Tribe Art Competition Recipient, Madison Locklear
XI. Swearing in for LHB Honorable Kelvin Jacobs – Dr. Andrea Blackburn & Dr. Shelly Strickland
XII. United Tribes Update and Report – Jessie Jacobs, President of the United Tribes
XIII. Community Comments
XIV. Committee Reports

C&O – CORBIN EDDINGS

- CLLR-2022-1117-05 “CONSTITUTION REFORM COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT DONALD STRICKLAND”
- CLLR-2022-1117-06 “CONSTITUTION REFORM COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT VERNANDA OXENDINE”
- CLLR-2022-1117-07 “CONSTITUTION REFORM COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT RD LOCKLEAR”

FINANCE – PAM HUNT

- LIHEAP FY22 BUDGET AMENDMENT
- LIHWAP FY21 BUDGET
- NAAF GRANT BUDGET
- NDN COLLECTIVE GRANT BUDGET
- NATIVE VOICES RISING BUDGET
- NC-OS ADMIN – AGRICULTURE BUDGET
- NC-OSBM - CULTURAL CENTER BUDGET
- CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS BUDGET
- CLLR-2022-1117-03 “STAUFFER & ASSOCIATES, PLLC AUDIT FIRM”

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES – JODY BULLARD

- CLLR-2022-1117-04 “MEDICAID EXPANSION”
ANR – WENDY MOORE

- CLLO-2009-0625-01 "RECLAMATION OF THE LUMBEE RIVER'S ANCESTRAL NAME"
- CLLR-2022-1117-01 "RESOLUTION TO SUPPORT NCSU FLOODWISE PROJECT"

XV. Calendar Review
XVI. Adjournment
XVII. Benediction

PREAMBLE TO THE TRIBAL CONSTITUTION

In accordance with the inherent power of self-governance of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, the Tribe adopts this Constitution for the purposes of establishing a tribal government structure, preserving for all time the Lumbee way of life and community, promoting the educational, cultural, social and economic well-being of Lumbee people, and securing justice and freedom for the Lumbee people.